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Observation of Squeezed States Generated by Four-Wave Mixing in an Optical Cavity
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Squeezed states of the electromagnetic field have been generated by nondegenerate four-wave
mixing due to Na atoms in an optical cavity. The optical noise in the cavity, comprised of primarily
vacuum fluctuations and a small component of spontaneous emission from the pumped Na atoms,
is amplified in one quadrature of the optical field and deamplified in the other quadrature. These
quadrature components are measured with a balanced homodyne detector. The total noise level in
the deamplified quadrature drops below the vacuum noise level.

PACS numbers: 42.50.+q, 06.30.Lz, 42.65.—k

E = Eo(Xi cosset + X2 singlet ),
L& and L2 obey the commutator relation

I[x,,x,]=—,

(2)

co is the frequency, and Eo is a constant. Coherent
light (e.g. , single-mode laser light) belongs to this
class and has equal variance for each of the two quad-
rature components. Squeezed states or squeezed
coherent states are fields in the class defined by Eq.
(1) but where the quadrature variances are not
equal. ' These squeezed states have a number of
unique observable properties which cannot be ex-
plained under the assumption of a classical radiation
field. For example, as observed in the experiment re-
ported here, the noise level in homodyne detection of
these squeezed fields can be reduced below the "shot
noise" limit. This shot-noise level is interpreted in
semiclassical models as random excitations of the
quantized detector electron levels by a classical field.
In a fully quantum model this noise arises from vacu-
um fluctuations. A reduction in this noise level, as
observed in these experiments, is predicted only by
the fully quantum model. 4 An important application
of this noise reduction is the interferometric measure-
ment of phase. 5 It may lead to a major improvement
in many precision measurement experiments.

A quantum description of the electromagnetic field
includes a broad class of minimum-uncertainty states
where the variances in the field quadrature operators
Xt and X2 are limited by

ALih2 = 4,

where a particular mode of the electric field is

A number of phase-dependent nonlinear optical
phenomena have been suggested for generation of
squeezed states. ' Backward four-wave mixing6 near an
atomic resonance was chosen for the present experi-
ment because of the relatively large nonlinearity and
low optical losses. Generation of squeezed states by
four-wave mixing has also been the subject of exten-
sive theoretical study. 7 '0 Several groups have recent-
ly reported four-wave —mixing experimental re-
sults" '3 which approach the generation of squeezed
states and demonstrate "squeezing" of noise in the
classical limit or near the vacuum level.

In order to enhance the four-wave —mixing gain and
restrict the frequency spectrum to a noise-free region,
the experiments described here use nondegenerate
four-wave mixing in an optical cavity. '4 The measure-
ment of the squeezed fields is accomplished by match-
ing of the optical cavity mode to the signal port of a
balanced homodyne detector. 3 A schematic diagram of
the experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 1. A
cw single-mode ring dye laser pumps a beam of Na
atoms at a frequency which is typically tuned 1.5 GHz
above or below (above for the data presented here)
the hyperfine components in the D2 resonance of Na
at 589.0 nm. The pump is focused in the 1-cm-wide
Na beam and enhanced in a confocal buildup cavity
with a finesse of 30. This cavity is servo-controlled to
remain at resonance with the pump light. The pump
intensity ( —100 W/cm ) is typically near one-tenth
the saturation level for the Na resonance at a detuning
of 1 GHz. The Na atomic beam has a density near
10" cm and an angular divergence of +5' which
results in a Doppler width of 100 MHz. The linear ab-
sorption coefficient no is near 5 cm at the center of
the weaker hyperfine group. At frequency shifts of 1
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to 2 GHz, the linear absorption from this beam is less
than 1% and is limited by the Lorentzian tails of the
atomic absorption, not by Doppler broadening.

The squeezed state is generated in a cavity by a
linear combination of the conjugate pairs of photons
generated by the four-wave —mixing process. This pro-
cess builds up squeezed fields in the confocal cavity
formed by SM1 and SM2 in Fig. 1. The frequencies of
the paired photons are symmetrically frequency shifted
with respect to the pump frequency. Experimentally,
the measured photon pairs are shifted by
+3v„=+421.5 MHz, where v„=140.5 MHz is the

cavity mode-spacing frequency. The squeezing cavity
is at an angle of 0.86' with respect to the pump beam
and is also servo-controlled to remain resonant at the
pump frequency shifted by 2v„=281MHz. Squeezed
radiation can be optimally observed outside the
squeezing cavity if the mirror reflectivities are not
equal. '" In this experiment the reflectivities are 0.995
for SMl and 0.98 for SM2.

Radiation from the 0.98-reflectivity output mirror is
detected by a balanced detector3 with an unshifted por-
tion of the pump beam used as the local oscillator
(LO). The detectors are p i nsilicon photod-io-des'5
with quantum efficiencies near 0.7. Low-noise wide-
bandwidth' amplifiers increase the two photocurrent
signals by 60 dB. The noise spectrum of the difference
between the two detector signals is observed on a spec-

trum analyzer at frequencies near the beat frequency
between the LO and squeezed cavity output at fre-
quencies shifted by +3v„=—421.5 MHz. The bal-
anced detector is carefully aligned to respond only to
modes of the squeezed cavity. The homodyne effi-
ciency due to wave-front matching to the cavity mode
is typically 0.75.

In order to understand the squeezing process in de-
tail, it is important to measure the cavity four-
wave —mixing power gain in the classical limit. For this
purpose, a portion of the pump beam is shifted by 3v„
and coupled into the squeezed cavity by the opening of
shutter Sl in Fig. 1. The resulting sharp spectral com-
ponent is shown in Fig. 2(a) with the pump beam
blocked (no four-wave mixing) and with the pump on
(four-wave —mixing amplification for one field quadra-
ture and deamplification for the other field quadra-
ture). Here the oscillatory trace is obtained with the
pump on and the LO phase swept by a piezoelectrically
controlled mirror. An LO phase shift of m/2 results in
a half-cycle variation of the homodyne detected signal
as expected for four-wave mixing. The square of the
ratio of the maximum (or minimum) voltage with the
pump on to the voltage with the pump blocked is a
measure of the classical gain [2.3 for data in Fig. 2(a)].

The observed noise near 421.5 MHz with the pump
light blocked is predominantly due to vacuum fluctua-
tions introduced by optical losses and detector-system
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FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus for squeezed-state generation by four-wave mixing. A ring dye
laser pumps a Na atomic beam at the pump-cavity (mirrors PM1 and PM2) resonance frequency. The pumped Na atoms gen-
erate four-wave —mixing gain in the squeezing cavity (mirrors SM1 and SM2). A local oscillator beam LO is split off by a beam
splitter BS1. The squeezed cavity noise is detected with a balanced homodyne detector (splitter BS2, detectors Dq and Da)
and observed on a spectrum analyzer SA. The classical four-wave —mixing gain is measured by opening shutter S1 and inject-
ing into the squeezing cavity a beam which is frequency shifted from the pump by 3v„.This beam is generated by frequency
shifters AO3 4, Both pump and squeezed cavities are locked to the dye laser frequency by fm sidebands generated by EOi and
EO2 which are detected to obtain feedbacks FBi and FB2 to piezoelectric transducers on mirrors PM2 and SM2.
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FIG. 3. Homodyne rms noise voltage at a fixed rf fre-
quency as a function of the local oscillator phase with the
squeeze cavity blocked (dim horizontal trace) and with the
squeeze cavity open to the balanced detector and the pump
light on (bright trace). The frequency is fixed at 422.25
MHz or 0.25 MHz above the frequency where the maximum
four-wave —mixing gain is obtained [see Fig. 2(b)]. With the
LO on and the cavity and/or pump blocked, the level of the
dim trace (labeled VAC + AMP) is quite stable and pro-
vides a reliable reference level for detecting the squeezed
noise levels. Note that the zero level [similar to that in Fig.
2(b)] is offset in order to exhibit the noise levels more clear-
ly.
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FIG. 2. (a) A measurement of four-wave —mixing gain.
The smooth bell-shaped trace shows the signal resulting
from the beam injected via shutter S1 when the pump is off
and hence no four-wave —mixing gain is present. The modu-
lated trace is taken with the pump on and is a direct measure
of the four-wave-mixing gain. (b) The homodyne detector
voltage noise spectra near a pair of cavity resonances spaced
at +3v„from the pump frequency, with the pump light
blocked (dim trace labeled VAC + AMP) and pump light
on (bright modulated trace). The amplifier noise level
(AMP) is obtained by blocking of the LO beam. Both spec-
trum analyzer frequency and optical LO phase (+m) are
linearly swept in these pictures. The feature at the extreme
left is an extraneous signal due to the LO and some remain-
ing mismatch between the two detectors.

inefficiencies. '7 A small component of the noise is
due to the amplifiers ( —10o/o of the total noise power
at the spectrum analyzer). This combined vacuum
fluctuation and amplifier noise level is shown as the
dim horizontal line [labeled "VAC + AMP" in Fig.
2(b)].

The squeezing of the noise in the cavity with the
pump light on is shown by the oscillatory trace in Fig.
2(b) as a function of the spectrum analyzer frequency

and @Lo. Four-wave —mixing gain enhanced by the op-
tical cavity is evident over a 2-MHz region centered at
422 MHz. This width is approximately the cavity reso-
nance width expected for the mirror reflectivities. The
gain is phase dependent as in the classical case [Fig.
2(a)]. The deamplification below the vacuum level is
not as large as expected in the simplest model with no
other noise sources. In fact, the noise drops below the
vacuum level only near +0.5-MHz frequency shifts
from the cavity resonant frequency. The deamplifica-
tion below the total noise level is shown in Fig. 3,
where the frequency is held constant and QLo is varied.
The noise reduction below the vacuum fluctuation
(shot noise) level at the maximum deamplification
points is 0.3 dB or nearly 7'/o in power (with the small,
constant amplifier-noise component taken into ac-
count). This deamplification of vacuum fluctuations is
an entirely quantum feature of the radiation field and
cannot be explained with a semiclassical model. 4 The
phase dependence in Fig. 3 is irregular because of
acoustic variations of the LO path. At frequency shifts
of more than 3 MHz from the cavity resonance, there
is no distinguishable difference between the noise with
the cavity or pump blocked and the noise with both
cavity unblocked and pump on.

A simple phenomenological model' is used to
analyze the data. It includes losses in the cavity and
losses in the detection optics which degrade the ob-
served degree of squeezing. This model allows a cal-
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culation of the expected vacuum noise squeezing lev-
els from the measured classical power gain. With the
measured values of 0.5 for the effective detection effi-
ciency and 1'/o cavity losses, the model predicts a
squeezing voltage swing about the vacuum fluctuation
level which is twice as large as that observed in Figs. 2
and 3.

Two noise sources have been identified which
reduce the observed squeezing below the vacuum level
in the present experimental configuration. First,
spontaneous-emission radiation is present in the cavity
because of absorption and reemission in the Lorentzi-
an tails of the pumped Na atoms. '3'9 In this case, the
four-wave —mixing gain acts on both the spontaneous
emission and the vacuum fluctuations to produce
squeezing above and below a level which is the rms
sum of these two noise components. For the data in
Figs. 2 and 3, the average spontaneous-emission level
is approximately —,', photon per mode compared to the
vacuum fluctuation level of —,

' photon per mode. This
contributes to the minimum levels observed by ap-
proximately 5'/o. Second, rapid phase variations ( ) 20
kHz) in the pump and LO light relative to the squeeze
cavity are not corrected by the servo-controlled
piezoelectric transducers used at present. This, cou-
pled with the long averaging times ( —0.1 s) used for
recording data, results in appreciable increases in the
observed minimum squeezed noise levels. Simula-
tions of this phase-jitter noise show that there is a
maximum gain above which the noise level will not
drop below the vacuum level. This is consistent with
the data in Fig. 2, where the noise drops below the
vacuum level only for the lower gain at frequencies
offset from the cavity resonance.

In summary, the noise level for homodyne detection
has been reduced below the vacuum fluctuation (shot
noise) level by four-wave mixing in an optical cavity.
The measured 7% noise reduction corresponds to near-
ly 20'/o squeezing of the vacuum fluctuation noise
power at the cavity output when system efficiency
(0.5) and phase jitter are taken into account. This ob-
servation of squeezed states of light confirms long-
standing predictions' of this effect based on a quantum
description of the electromagnetic field. Much larger
squeezing effects should be obtained when the phase
jitter noise is brought under control and optical losses
are minimized.
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